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It gives me great pleasure to congratulate the Association of Landscape
Consultants (ALC) for hosting the 10th anniversary of the Asian Townscape
Awards and organising the Conference under the theme ‘Resilient City –
Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaption’.
Landscape, both natural or man-made, is an integral part of our living
environment. The ALC is one of the key contributors in bringing about a
more sustainable and liveable outdoor environment in Hong Kong. Its
thoughtful advocacy has not only made Hong Kong a more beautiful place,
but has also been most valuable in helping the Government devise measures
to address the environmental challenges arising from the high density and
compactness of our city and with climate change.

Countries and cities are working hard to strengthen the global response
to climate change. Hong Kong is no exception. Shortly after the Paris
Agreement came into effect, we released in 2017 “Hong Kong’s Climate Action
Plan 2030+” which sets the target to reduce Hong Kong’s carbon intensity
by 65%-70% between 2005 and 2030. It also outlines the adaptation and
resilience actions which are subject to periodic review and enhancement to
ensure that Hong Kong is climate ready.

I would also like to congratulate all award winners of the Asian Townscape Award
2019 for their inspiring designs, which set pioneering models on sustainable
urban transformation and revitalisation in harmony with our environment.

Since 2010, the ATA has been making important contribution to the
identification and development of landscape-based climate adaptation
strategies in Asia by honouring projects in the Asian communities that
effectively enhance the built environment. As ATA celebrates its 10th
anniversary, I would like to express our sincere gratitude to the Association
of Landscape Consultants and its partners, the UN-Habitat (Regional office
for Asia and Pacific), Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Centre, Asian Habitat
Society and Asia Townscape Design Society for establishing this meaningful
initiative, and for hosting the ATA in Hong Kong in 2019.

Lastly, may I take this opportunity to extend my best wishes to ALC on its
prosperous endeavours and development in the years to come.

I look forward to having your continual support to make our built environment
low carbon and climate resilient.

This Conference, through providing a wonderful opportunity for local and
overseas practitioners and members of the academia to exchange ideas and
insights, is yet another shining example of ALC’s excellent work in these
important areas.

Congratulatory
Messages

I would like to offer my warmest congratulations to the Association of
Landscape Consultants on the successful completion of Asian Townscape
Awards (ATA) 2019.

Mr. Michael WONG Wai-lun, JP

Mr. KS WONG, GBS, JP

Secretary
Development Bureau, HKSAR

Secretary
Environment Bureau, HKSAR
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I am delighted to congratulate the Association of Landscape Consultants
(ALC) for successfully hosting the Asian Townscape Award 2019 presentation
ceremony at the 10th anniversary of the Award, and convening the Resilient
City - Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference in
November 2019.

Congratulatory
Messages

Climate change is one of the most serious global challenges of our time, with
far-reaching consequences not only for humans and cities, but also for species
and natural habitats. While climate change may threaten biodiversity and
affect the essential ecosystem services provided to humans, conservation
of biodiversity can play important roles in enhancing our adaptation to and
resilience against climate change impacts. Combating climate change in
tandem with conserving biodiversity needs novel and innovative solutions,
which require the knowledge and skill sets from different professions, as well
as the cooperation and concerted efforts of all stakeholders of the society.

I am pleased to extend my warmest congratulations to the Association of
Landscape Consultants (ALC) in successfully organizing the Conference
“Resilient City – Landscape Planning Towards Climate Adaptation” and the
Award Ceremony of the Asian Townscape Award 2019.
Over the decade, ALC has been playing a significant role in promoting
Landscape Consultants to the Government and the community, and taking
the lead in sharing knowledge for the betterment on the Landscape
Consultants in Hong Kong and over Asian countries. I am confident that
ALC will continue to make remarkable contributions and pursue professional
advancement in the industry.
May I sincerely wish ALC every success in all future endeavours.

I therefore commend ALC for its timely efforts in bringing together local and
overseas experts with diverse expertise at the Conference, and facilitating
the sharing of experience in using different approaches to enhance cities’
resilience to climate change. Many of these approaches also enhance urban
biodiversity. I look forward to seeing more cross-disciplinary dialogues and
collaborative initiatives between the Government, professional associations
and industry practitioners in the future, which will surely contribute to
enhancing resilience to climate change, conserving biodiversity, and building
a more sustainable and liveable future for Hong Kong.

Dr. LEUNG Siu Fai, JP

Mr. Kelvin LO Kwok-wah

Director
Agriculture, Fisheries and
Conservation Department, HKSAR

Director
Drainage Services Department, HKSAR
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It is my great pleasure to have this opportunity to share my views in the
publication of the Asian Townscape Awards 2019 “Resilient City – Landscape
Planning towards Climate Adaptation.” My name is Fumiaki Takano. I am
the president of the International Federation of Landscape Architects
Asia Pacific Region, taking on that role in December 2019. I would like to
congratulate the organisers for holding a successful conference and all of
the award-winning speakers.
Let us start with the consequent events from the Covid19 pandemic. Pursuing
economic growth; building “great cities”; improving efficiency with largescale, high-rise & high-density development; constructing advanced artificial
environments; and travelling worldwide under globalism. These have been
the symbols of success we have valued for many years. And all of a sudden,
those symbols of success are firmly against us.

Congratulatory
Messages

The pandemic is unfortunate, but it also gives us time to regard it as a sign to
reimagine things that we may have thought we were too difficult to change.
Or, we may have become used to a lifestyle that we did not have any stimulus
to change. Nevertheless, we realise this is the chance to fundamentally
change our existing social structure.
There is always a question in the mind when we talk about the resilient and
sustainable design of a city. Do we still want to move to a big city now?
Whenever the city is getting big, rural places are losing their energy.

relocating the functions of the city. Without reducing the urban pressure of
the city, it is challenging to keep a safe distance there.
Now, we realise that we need to have more space and nature to surround us.
If we have a better environment, we have more freedom to design a resilient
and sustainable city.
The reason I am talking about this is that my family and I moved out of
Megacity Tokyo. Furthermore, we moved into a small farming village in
Hokkaido, with 200 people, and 500 cows.
Many people think we have to live in a big city to get projects and become a
successful landscape architect. However, we still manage to run the business
all over the world from the countryside of Hokkaido.
Simultaneously, we can enjoy life away from cramming trains with commuters
in rush hour and high rent. And nature, fresh food, a much bigger canvas to
design as a landscape Architect are just nearby.
If you misplace the first button when wearing a shirt, you cannot change the
gap forever. Until you find the first mistake at the beginning, you can never
reach the correct answer. Moreover, our professional skills are not suited
to try to solve the problem without realigning the first mistake. I am sure
centralization in a big city was the wrong button at the beginning.
Let us slow down and think of other alternatives.

It can be said that urban and rural places are symbolised as two wheels of
a car. If one is far more significant than the other, the car will immediately
lose control. Essentially, we need to redesign for the country’s population by

Mr. Takano FUMIAKI
President of IFLA APR
International Federation of
Landscape Architect Asia Pacific Region

Figure 1. We moved to a rural village
with about 200 people in Hokkaido
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Figure 2. Old elementary school
which is used as a community center.
We start sharing space with farmer.
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On behalf of Association of Landscape Consultants, I am delighted to
welcome you all to this important conference and Asian Townscape Award
(ATA) 2019 Presentation Ceremony which brought us together to celebrate
the 10th Anniversary of ATA scheme. I am particularly grateful to all overseas
guests who came to join us in the time of travel alert.

“Congratulations on a successful organization of the conference Resilient City
- Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation and the Asian Townscape
Award 2019. It was a warm gathering of like-minded people wanting to share
and contribute to a bigger cause. I especially appreciate the curation of
different professionals to build a trans-disciplinary platform of knowledge
sharing and a kindling of bigger ideas and movement to come.”

Mr. Ronnie TAN

Remarks from the
Chairman of ALC

Congratulatory
Messages

As Asia’s World City, Hong Kong always welcome opportunities to host
international events to discuss common issues we are all facing. Climate
change is definitely one of the biggest challenges particularly for coastal
cities like Hong Kong. Our Association is fully aware of the urgency of the
climate crisis and our role as landscape professionals can play in mitigation
and adaptation efforts. I also believe that collaborative and cooperative
efforts from a wide range of practitioners, experts, policy makers and
stakeholders representatives are extremely important to build our climate
knowledge and develop solutions. This conference’s goal is to bring together
a group of distinguished experts from all over Asia to present and exchange
ideas in landscape planning to climate adaptation.
As Chairman of Asian Habitat Society, we worked together with our three
partner organizations to initiate the ATA scheme ten years ago with a common
goal to develop sustainable townscape as tangible ways towards climate
adaptation. ATA’s mission is therefore to compliment and encourage best
practices from Asian cities by recognizing their achievements. I congratulate
all the winners of ATA and thanks for your participation and your support to
make this event a success.

Mr. Patrick LAU

President
The Singapore Institute of
Landscape Architects (SILA)

Chairman
The Association of Landscape Consultants
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On the successful conclusion of the project Resilient City – Landscape
Planning towards Climate Adaptation, we are reminded more indelibly of
the power of nature, and our need to respect and love it. Hong Kong is a
coastal city, with a phenomenon 1,178km length of coastline and 263 islands.
Given that Hong Kong land area is 1,104k m2, if you imagine stretching Hong
Kong out into a straight line, it would be less than 1km wide. This fact alone
demonstrates the meaningfulness of this project.

Remarks from the
President of HKILA

How do we deal with natural forces – all things to do with temperature, air,
rain, waves and elements contained therein? We must be thoughtful, and
we must appreciate the combination of these elements with the earth that
is the ground of our homes and learn to exist symbiotically with the greater
environment which makes Earth – our only home for the time being.
Landscape architects are privileged to learn from early training the
relationships between man and nature. With this insight we are equipped to
discuss our past, present and future cities. I look forward to the discoveries
gleamed from this project and the knowledge which can help us better adapt
to future climates and in so doing, build more liveable cities.

Ms. Iris HOI
President
Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects

AWARDS

Remarks from the President of HKILA
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Award winning submissions for ATA 2019
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Asian
Townscape
Awards

Asian Townscape Award
(2010 - 2019)

2010-2019

Cities in various countries worldwide share the following concern: The
creation of townscape has become a focus for enhancing urban image, and
urban environment and features have become key elements for competition
among cities.
In order to extensively exchange precious experience that various countries
and regions have accumulated during the construction of townscape, further
popularize important results of various Asian regions in urban construction,
commend cities, personages and activities that have achieved positive results in
such aspects as the protection of natural resources and ecological environment,
the construction of residential environment, and the vigorous inheritance of
history and culture, especially those that have produced positive, conspicuous
and far-reaching influence in the sustainable development and construction
and that can play a role of demonstration and promotion in Asia and the world
at large, Asian Habitat Society, UN-HABITAT Regional Office for Asia and the
Pacific, Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center
and Asian Townscape Design Society have jointly
set up the Asian townscape Awards in 2 Apr.2010.
The inaugural Asian townscape Awards will be
awarded in autumn in every year. This year, the
Association of Landscape Consultants (ALC) is
hosting the 10th anniversary of the Asian Townscape
Awards (ATA) and ATA 2019 presentation
ceremony in Hong Kong. UN officials, governmental officials from various Asian
countries, and senior experts in the field of the residential environment in Asia
gathered to together discuss the outstanding accomplishments and successful
experience of Asia in residential environment and townscape.
Initiated by UN-HABITAT (Regional office for Asia and Pacific), Fukuoka
Asian Urban Research Centre (URC), Asian Habitat Society (AHS), and Asia
Townscape Design Society (ATDeS), the ATA was established in 2010 to
honour projects that effectively enhanced living environment through urban
transformation, and awarded in the past 9 years projects from over 90 cities in
the Asian communities. Conference titled Resilient City – Landscape Planning
towards Climate Adaptation will be held on the day before the ATA ceremonies
that aims to exchange on landscape-based climate adaptation strategies.

Asian Townscape Award (2010 - 2019)
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Asian Townscape Award (2010 - 2019)
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Founding Organizations

UN-HABITAT
(Regional office for Asia and Pacific)

Asian Habitat Society (AHS)

UN-habitat Asia-pacific Office: was established in August
1997 and its office is located in Fukuoka. This office aims
to promote habitat environment development of Asia and
pacific area, and carry out habitat schedule of UN-habitat,
promotes the relation and cooperation between UN-habitat
and regional government and other departments, and
improves work efficiency.

Asian Habitat Society (hereinafter referred to as AHS) is
a non-governmental and non-profit making organization,
which commits itself to boost the international
cooperation and regional cooperation among Asian
countries in the field of sustainable development,
and explore theory and practice research of habitat
enhancement in Asian countries. The society members
include specialists in research, teaching, planning, design,
investment, financing, developing, operating, managing
and serving in the field of development.

Fukuoka Asian
Urban Research Centre (URC)

Asia Townscape
Design Society (ATDeS)

The Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center was established
to develop urban strategies for the future, based on research
into urban policies and the Asian perspectives, with the
cooperation of the Fukuoka City, its residents, the industries,
and the academic circles.
We generate and exchange information through networking,
serving as a coordinator to help diverse sectors interact with
each other effectively. We help to find the solutions to urban
issues that arise from a changing society.

The matrix of Asia Townscape Design Society is “Kyushu Landscape
Material Research Association” convened since 1997 with enterprises
of landscape materials as its center. This research association gets
together universities, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of
Japan, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
Fukuoka County, Fukuoka City, Kitakyushu City and landscape
enterprises to discuss the policies for improving landscapes.
In recent years, various Asian countries have paid much more
attention to landscape. People aspire more than the purely neat
and orderly landscapes. They begin and gradually rediscover the
charms of Asian landscapes and probe into the means of landscape
existence that adapts to the perception of Asian people. For this
purpose, Asian Landscape Design Academy (former name of the
Asia Townscape Design Society) set up in 2004 is an academy
always devoted to the research into various topics concerning
Asian landscapes.
Since its establishment, meetings of the academy have been held
in turn in such countries as Japan, China and Korea. In addition,
meetings of industry, university and government have been held in
such cities as Fukuoka, Tokyo, Kyoto, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Seoul
and Busan.

Founding Organizations

Founding Organizations

UN-HABITAT (Regional office for Asia and Pacific)
https://unhabitat.org/
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Asia Townscape Design Society (ATDeS)
http://www.asiatownscape.net/message/
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To represent express and give effect to the collective views and
opinions of Landscape Consultants in Hong Kong and to act as their
representatives and mouthpiece;
To establish professional standards for the conduct of Landscape
Consultants in Hong Kong;
To promote the advancement of Landscape Consultancy;
To associate Landscape Consultants in Hong Kong for co-operation
and mutual advantage and consultation;
To promote the professional interests, rights, powers and privileges
of Landscape Consultants in Hong Kong and to establish and foster
friendship among them;
To confer with associations representing related professions, real
estate developers and other persons engaged in landscape of land
on matters of common interest;
To seek to promulgate appropriate Conditions of Engagement and
generally to represent the profession to the Hong Kong Government
and to the public;

Sponsors

Sponsoring and
Collaborative Organizations

Organizer of ATA 2019

The Association of
Landscape Consultants (ALC)

Collaborating Organisations
Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects
Asian Habitat Society
Urban Studies Programme, Chinese University of Hong Kong
MSc in Urban Design, School of Architecture, Chinese University of Hong Kong
School of Life Sciences, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Technological and Higher Education Institute of Hong Kong
Professional Green Building Council
Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design
Hong Kong Greening Contractors Association

Organizer of ATA 2019

Sponsoring and Collaborative Organizations

The Association of Landscape Consultants
http://www.hkalc.com/
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GUIDED VISIT

Visiting the Kwun Tong Promenade
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Day 2, 23rd Nov 2019
Time
09:15 – 09:40
09:40 – 09:45
09:45 – 09:55

Resilient City - Landscape Planning
towards Climate Adaptation

Background
Project titled Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation (the
Project) was initiated by Association of Landscape Consultants (ALC) and supported by
the Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects (HKILA). The Project receives funding
support from the Professional Services Advancement Support Scheme (PASS) of the
HKSAR Government, deliverables include a conference on Climate Adaptation and
the hosting of the 10th anniversary of the Asian Townscape Awards (ATA), both were
successfully held in Hong Kong on the 22-23 November 2019.

11:10 – 11:30

Day 1, 22nd Nov 2019

09:35 – 09:55

09:55 – 10:15

10:15 – 10:30
10:30 – 10:50

10:50 – 11:15

11:15 – 11:35

11:35 – 11:55

11:55 – 12:15
12:15 – 12:40
12:40 – 14:00
14:45 – 18:15

10:30 – 11:00

11:00 – 11:10

Rundown
Time
08:45 – 09:10
09:10 – 09:30

09:55 – 10:20
10:20 - 10:30

Program
Registration
Opening Speeches:
Patrick LAU, Chairman of Asia Habitat Society (Welcome note)
Paul CHAN, Convener of project (Overview of Project)
Keynote Speech 1
Topic: Dynamic open space planning for future cities
Prof. Makoto YOKOHARI
Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo
Keynote Speech 2
Topic: Ecosystem services in an era of development and climate change
Dr Laura FALKENBERG
School of Life Sciences, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Coffee Break
Keynote Speech 3
Topic: Capacity Building for Community Resilience
Prof. Hendrik TIEBEN
School of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Keynote Speech 4
Topic: At the Crossroads
Mr. Ronnie TAN
President, the Singapore Institute of Landscape Architects (SILA)
Keynote Speech 5
Topic: Making space for biodiversity in our urban areas
Dr. Jackie YIP
Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department
Keynote Speech 6
Topic: Drainage Rethink for "Blue and Green"
Karen CHAN
Senior Engineer, Drainage Service Department
Panel Discussion
Photo-taking
Lunch
Guided Visits*

Background and Rundown
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11:30 – 11:55

Program
Registration
Opening by MC
Keynote Speech 1
KORESAWA Atsushi, Director of UN-HABITAT’s Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
Coffee Break
Smart City, Smart Growth (S502)
Keynote Speech 1
Prof. WOO Shinkoo, Pusan National University
Sharing by Delegates:
1. Nur Adha Yuda, Kotaku of Indonesia
2. MORIYAMA Senichi, Vice President of Tagawa Wide Area Tourism Association of Japan
3. IM Chan Hyeok, Chief of Gwangju Urban Regeneration Policy of Korea
Keynote Speech 2
CHEN Anhua, Director of Research Center for sustainable cities of Asia Habitat Society
Sharing by Delegates:
4. Dr Sultan Ahmed, Bangladeshi
5. Hong Kong – Urbis
Closing Remarks

11:40 – 12:00

Urban Intervention for the Well- being of People (S702)
Keynote Speech 1
HOSHINO Sachiyo, Director Assistant of UN-HABITAT’s Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
Sharing by Delegates:
1. Anchor TSE Lap Wa, Ch Property Services Mgr, ArchSD, HKSAR
2. KU Sung-Hoe, Chief of Gongju Urban Regeneration Management of Korea
Keynote Speech 2
YOO Minseok, Deputy Director of Staff of Busan Architecture Festival
Sharing by Delegates:
3. KIM MinHo, Head of the Jeonju Urban Design Team of Korea
4. Eileen Escobar San Juan, Local Economic and Investment Promotions
2018 Asian Townscape Awards Selection Contest of China
Sharing by Delegates
LIU Weibing, Chairman of Sichuan David Architectural Design Co., Ltd.
Closing Remarks

12:00 – 13:30
13:30 – 13:45

Lunch
Welcoming Ceremony

13:45 – 14:15

14:15 – 14:30

Opening Speeches:
Patrick LAU, Chairman, Asia Habitat Society (Welcome note)
LIU Chun San, Under Secretary for Development
KORESAWA Atsushi, Director, UN-HABITAT’s Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
10 Years Development of Asian Townscape Awards
SATO Masaru, Honorary Chairman, Asia Townscape Design Society
Appreciation to Collaborating Organisation

14:30 – 14:50

Award Presentation (2018)

14:50 – 15:20

Award Presentation (2019)

15:20 – 15:40

Photo Taking

15:40 – 16:00

Summary and Closing Remarks
KAKEHASHI Koichi, Managing Director, Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center

16:00 – 17:00

Cocktail

18:30 – 21:00

Farewell Party*

10:20 – 10:30

10:30 – 10:50

10:50 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:20

11:20– 11:30
11:30– 11:40

Rundown

* These indicated events are not funded by Professional Services Advancement Support Scheme of the Government of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
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Group Photo

Group Photo in Thei
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Prof. Laura FALKENBERG

Prof. Makoto YOKOHARI

Summary of Presentation

Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo
Topic: Dynamic open space planning for future cities

Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo
Topic: Ecosystems Services in an Era of Development		
and Climate Change

Extracts from the Conference
Greening projects by private sectors

Rebuilding Biodiversity
under the Changing Urban Climate

Akihabara

A case study of Tokyo, Japan

Imperial Palace
Akasaka-rikyu
Detached Palace

Makoto YOKOHARI

The University of Tokyo

Ginza

1

A Case study of Tokyo, Japan

Tokyo Station

Roppongi
Greening
projects by private sectors
Google Earth

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Prof. Makoto Yokohari
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As we look to tackle the challenges created by climate change, we are increasingly
turning to ecosystems and the services they provide. For example, ecosystems
including mangrove forests, oyster reefs, and seagrass meadows are able to reduce
the impacts coastal developments experience from current change (e.g. buffer
coastlines from storm events) as well as limit the extent to which future climate
will be modified (e.g. remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere). Consequently,
such ecosystems are being introduced in many regions. However, we need to be
careful in our decisions when creating these habitats; where we introduce species
thoughtfully they are more likely to provide ecosystem services, and we will be able
to avoid the loss of services provided by existing ecosystems. Additionally, it is also
important we recognise climate change effects on habitat-forming species when
creating new ecosystems; it is widely anticipated that the physiology and ecology of
many key organisms will be differentially affected by future environmental change.
These organism responses will modify the persistence of habitats and the services
they provide in the future. As a consequence of these features, it will be where
we consider organism physiology and ecology that we will be best able to secure
ecosystem services and support resilient cities.

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Prof. Laura FALKENBERG
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Prof. Hendrik TIEBEN

Summary of Presentation

School of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Topic: Capacity building for community resilience

Extracts from the conference
Communities are at the core of making cities livable and resilient. To cope with
current and future crises nurturing human capital will be essential. With Hong
Kong experiencing a major societal polarization the goal of rebuilding and
reconnecting communities gains greater urgency. This presentation discusses
recent international projects which use integrated socio-spatial approaches to
build resilient communities and reflects on their potential relevance for Hong
Kong’s current and future challenges.
Keywords: Community Resilience, Capacity Building, Urban Landscapes, Hong
Kong, Taipei
Building resilient communities is a key step to respond to a range of crises,
including climate change. The current climate emergency includes severe
weathers and seawater rise, as well as impacts on our environment and health,
food security, and socio-economic conditions.
Thus, resiliency has to be multifaceted and cope with a range of diverse factors.
Thus, physical planning and design project might not be enough.

help. By bringing communities together, the projects helped to cope with multiple
challenges. Hong Kong facing, as many other cities, multifaceted environmental,
health and socio-economic challenges could consider similar programmes. Over
the last years, already funding schemes such as the Urban Renewal Fund were
launched, which support integrated open space and community building projects.
However, the implementation of these projects face still key hurdles, which are
linked to complicated and time consuming planning and procurement systems.
In Taipei, similar hurdles existed, but were overcome in response to the 1999
earthquake when relief projects had to be urgently implemented. This provided
new opportunities for communities implement solutions using their own capacities
and skills. In view of current and future crises, Hong Kong could consider similar
ways of streamlining planning processes, to unlock citizens’ ability to develop
solutions and thus strengthen community resilience.

CAPACITY BUILDING
FOR

This presentation presented and discussed approaches developed in the latest
generation of projects, funded by Taipei’s Open Green programme. Projects such
as those developed in the Zhongshun and Mingshing Neighborhoods combine
landscape planning for climate adoption and flood preparedness with fostering
aging in place, biodiversity, local food production and youth support. Common
aspect of all these projects is their ability to boost voluntarism and capacity for self-

RESILIENT COMMUNITIES

ATA 19 “Resilient Cities - Landscape Planning towards Climate
Adaptation”, Hong Kong Nov 22-23, 2019
Hendrik Tieben
DSc ETH Zurich, Associate Professor
Associate Director School of Architecture
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Development
“Dryline” Project,Porta
New Nuova
York (USA),
BIG, 2014Milan (Italy)

Capacity building for
resilient communities

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Prof. Hendrik TIEBEN
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“Dryline” Project, New York (ISA), BIG,
2014

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Prof. Hendrik TIEBEN
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Mr. Ronnie TAN

Summary of Presentation

President of The Singapore Institute of
Landscape Architects (SILA)
Topic: At the crossroads

Extracts from the Conference
A crossroad is where things and events converge, incidences happen and decisions
are made for the path ahead. Figuratively, it is a junction of pause in the present,
reflection on the past and visioning for the future.

approaches need an upgrade - landscape urbanism to ecological urbanism, design
interventions shall be evidence-based, beyond aesthetics, and biophilic design to
step up beyond interaction to interpretation, from engagement to education.

Hurtling in the same trajectory, traditional silo-based professional training and
practice in anthropocentric design will fall short in tackling the complexity of
the current urban and natural environmental issues, and with it exponential
species extinction.

Now at the crossroad of the Anthropocene, which direction we turn will determine
the end state of our collective journey. We have the steering wheel.”
“I am only one, but I am one. I cannot do everything, but I can do something. And I
will not let what I cannot do interfere with what I can do.” Edward Everett Hale

A confluence of macro trans-disciplinary and trans-boundary planning, data analysis,
modelling and knowledge exchange between landscape architects as well as other
associated design professionals and specialist is needed to arrive at an adequate and
sustainable development equilibrium, where the environment is equitable for both
humans and the other species we share our environment with. Critical considerations,
exigency and paradigm shifts are needed in the design of our resilient cities amidst
diverging needs of different stake holders and environment changes.
In design practice where the realms of the analog and digital interface, data and
digitally sensed environment augments how we can perceive our environment in
order to capitalize on digital algorithms as our co-designer. Previous concepts and
Analog and digital.
Data and sensed environment.

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Mr. Ronnie TAN
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Computation Design.
Building information Modeling - 7D.

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Mr. Ronnie TAN

Dr. Jackie YIP

Ms. CHAN Ka Yan, Karen

Summary of Presentation

Senior Conservation Officer (Biodiversity),
Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department
Topic: Making space for biodiversity in our urban area

Senior Engineer, Drainage Service Department
Topic: Drainage Rethink for “Blue and Green”

Extracts from the conference

Extracts from the Conference

Nature-based solutions to enhance cities’ resilience to climate change could, in many
cases, also benefit biodiversity. For example, blue-green infrastructure in the urban
matrix may serve to restore habitat connectivity; and the diversification of planting
and use of native species also provide food and habitats for wildlife. Opportunities
for making space for biodiversity in cities abound. Under Hong Kong’s Biodiversity
Strategy and Action Plan, biodiversity considerations are being incorporated into
urban development through various means, including spatial planning, blue-green
infrastructure, sustainable drainage system and biophilic designs in buildings.

Drainage Services Department (DSD) has been adopting different flood prevention
approaches to reduce flooding hazard in the past decades. To keep Hong Kong a
liveable city in face of the challenge of climate change, DSD has moved forth into a new
era of drainage sustainability with the adoption of the “Blue-Green Infrastructure”,
similar to the concept of Sponge City. The concept provides a sustainable solution
to reduce the burden of drainage system through the reduction of runoff at source.
It suggests transforming the city with greener and healthier urban spaces and at the
same time, it improves the flood resilience level of the city.

With the ongoing effort to mainstream biodiversity, some new projects in Hong
Kong (notably the new development areas and river revitalisation) have taken
opportunities to maximise the benefits of urban green space to people as well as
wildlife. It is worth noting that the design and management of urban landscapes to
meet biodiversity objectives require local experience and knowledge. For example,
we need better baseline data on Hong Kong’s urban ecology. We also need better
documentation of local evidences on the effectiveness of different biodiversity
enhancement measures. Setting clear biodiversity objectives at design stage and
conducting targeted monitoring are crucial for demonstrating success and building
capacity for practitioners. There is urgent need for research to fill knowledge gaps, as
well as cross-disciplinary cooperation in the implementation of projects and sharing
of experience.

The synthesis of “Blue”, “Green” and “Infrastructure” exhibits an urban drainage
network that integrates natural environment, local characteristics and contemporary
functions. Such infrastructure and relevant measures blend the flourishing greenery
and attractive waterscapes into our community.
As such, DSD has been endeavouring to introduce blue-green infrastructure in recent
years. The examples of blue-green infrastructure include lake park, revitalised river,
rain garden, green roof, rainwater harvesting system, etc.

Biodiversity
• Translocation and monitoring of rare species
• Natural river bed and gabion river bank create a
good habitat for plants and other creatures

Drainage Rethink
for “Blue and Green”
Karen CHAN

Lam Tsuen River

Senior Engineer
Drainage Services Department
22 November 2019

Lam Tsuen River

Garden in urban area
Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Dr. Jackie Yip
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12

Drainage Retink for “Blue and Green”

Biodiversity
Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Ms. Chan Ka Yan, Karen
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Mr. Alexander DUGGIE

Summary of Presentation

Managing Director, Urbis Limited
Topic: Tsim Sha Tsui Waterfront Revitalization Avenue of Stars and Salisbury Garden

Extracts from the conference
As part of the development of Victoria Dockside, New World Development Limited
sought to upgrade the existing adjacent public realm along the Tsim Sha Tsui
Waterfront of Victoria Harbour. The new design provides an ambitious, holistic, and
integrated vision for the Harbourfront including a 7,300m2 completely redesigned
Salisbury Garden and the Avenue of the Stars, a 457m long waterfront promenade.
Salisbury Garden is the place where culture, commerce, landscape, and hospitality
converge however the previous design did not exploit the full potential of the
site - views to the harbour were blocked by service buildings and planting, and
small trees offered very little shade to garden users. The new garden landscape
provides places for people to sit, pathways to stroll, spaces for social gathering and
relaxation, and a large open lawn for daily lounging as well as occasional celebrations
and performances. New tall tree plantings offer shade while lush ground-level and
“garden wall” plantings are intended to engage and delight visitors. The design
includes generous and highly visible connections to Victoria Harbour, a large cultural
media LED screen, large open lawn and flexible performance space and numerous
places for social gathering.

As one of the most visited tourist destinations in Hong Kong, the AOS offers
spectacular views of the Hong Kong skyline and Victoria Harbour, yet the AOS was
hot and crowded, lacking basic amenities like enough seating, shade, and plantings
as befitting a world-class waterfront. Accordingly, the AOS is completely redesigned
and rebuilt with new paving, custom furniture, greatly increased seating opportunities
with enhanced shade and greenery for visitor comfort, and an accessible undulating
sculptural edge that enhances views of the Harbour and also incorporates LED lights
to create a ‘Ribbon of Light’. The balustrade railing incorporates the Handprints and
Star Portraits of famous contributors of the Hong Kong Film Industry and QR codes
create an interactive experience for fans. Also, the statues of Bruce Lee, Anita Mui,
McDull and the Goddess of Film are given beautiful new settings that help to enhance
fans’ experience.
Overall the project is a significant transformation of a key portion of Hong Kong’s
waterfront, welcoming more than 20 million visitors from around the world annually.
The project has been very well received and has won several local and international
planning, design and sustainability awards.

Tsim Sha Tsui Waterfront Revitalisation Salisbury Garden and Avenue of Stars

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Mr. Alexander Duggie
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Salisbury Garden

Summary of Presentation

Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate Adaptation Conference
Conference Extracts from Mr. Alexander Duggie

Group Photo

Group photo of the conference
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Extract of Key-note Speeches

Mr. KORESAWA Atsushi
Director of UN-HABITAT’s
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific of
Asia Habitat Society

Mr. Patrick Lau, JP

Extract of key-note speeches

Extract of key-note speeches

Award Initiator Organisation: Director of UN-HABITAT’s
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific – Mr. KORESAWA
Atsushi has mentioned “17 Goals to Transform Our
World” advocated by the United Nations, which is a call
for action by all countries – poor, rich and middle-income
– to promote prosperity while protecting the planet. They
recognize that ending poverty must go hand-in-hand
with strategies that build economic growth and address
a range of social needs including education, health, social
protection, and job opportunities, while tackling climate
change and environmental protection.

Chairman of Asian Habitat Society – Mr. Lau Hing
Tat, JP. gave an opening speech welcoming fellow
participants to the 10th Anniversary of ATA in such a
challenging time of Hong Kong. He was delighted to have
distinguished experts and scholars to share their insights
and knowledge on biodiversity, ecosystem services,
waterfront development and reclamation in the morning
sharing session. Mr. Lau emphasized that the growing
awareness of environmental issues was one of the key
drivers for the four initiators organizations to establish
the Asian Townscape Awards 10 years ago with an aim to
promote sustainable development and climate resilient
cities in our region.

Extract of Key-note Speeches

Extract of Key-note Speeches

Chairman of Asia Habitat Society

Mr. KORESAWA Atsushi
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Mr. Patric Lau, JP
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Mr. SATO Masaru

Extract of Key-note Speeches

Mr. Koichi Kakehashi
Managing Director of Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center

Honorary Chairman of Asia Townscape Design Society
Chairman of Jury Panel

Extract of key-note speeches

Extract of key-note speeches

Managing Director of Fukuoka Asian Urban Research
Center - Mr Koichi Kakehashi felt grateful that this is the
10th year of ATA since the first award was announced
in Fukuoka City. To date, one hundred and twentythree projects in ninety-nine cities of sixteen countries,
including China, Korea, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia,
Vietnam, Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh, and the Philippines,
have received this townscape award. The wave of crossborder exchange has been steadily expanding with
“town planning” or “townscape” as a mediator among
many countries and regions. It is a great pleasure for us
to see your joy of receiving the award here today.

Honorary Chairman of Asia Townscape Design Society
- Mr. SATO Masaru mentioned the first ATA was held in
Fukuoka, and this year the 10th Anniversary of ATA is
holding in Hong Kong, which is the hometown of Mr. Lau
Hing Tat, JP. Through this award has reflected that Asia
is one of the most rapidly developing regions among the
world. ATA 2019 has received very enthusiastic response,
up to 69 projects from 15 countries and regions. After
preliminary review, secondary review by regions, and
final review by ATA jury, total 14 projects from 7 countries
are awarded this year.

Extract of Key-note Speeches

Extract of Key-note Speeches

Mr. Koichi Kakehashi
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Mr. SATO Masaru
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Mr. Paul Chan

Mr. LIU Chun-san, JP
Under Secretary for Development

Extract of key-note speeches
Deputy Secretary of The Association of Landscape
Consultants – Mr. Paul Chan introduced the project:
Resilient City – Landscape Planning towards Climate
Adaptation, he mentioned the two major directions of
tackling climate change, mitigation and adaptation,
where the focus of the current project is on “adaptation”.
Mitigation of climate change is about reduction of carbon
emission where many cities have set clear targets, impact
from climate change will continue even if the targets
are met. It is therefore imperative that professionals
that contribute to shape the built-environment acquire
and implement adequate measures in response to
climate impact in their day to day practice. Mr. Paul
chan expressed his appreciation to the international and
local speakers, including landscape architect, engineer,
ecologist, and urban designer sharing their expertise
in landscape-based solution, ecosystem services,
biodiversity, and community engagement in 22nd Nov
2019 conference

Guest of Honor

Extract of Key-note Speeches

Deputy Secretary of ALC and
Convenor of this project

Mr Liu was appointed Under Secretary for Development
on 2 August 2017. Before that, he was the Project Manager
(New Territories West Development Office) of the Civil
Engineering and Development Department (CEDD) from
December 2014 to July 2017.
Mr Liu is an engineer by profession with over 30 years of
experience in the civil engineering industry. Mr Liu joined
the Government as an Assistant Engineer in August 1986.
He was promoted to Chief Engineer of CEDD in August
2009, Government Engineer in June 2013, and Principal
Government Engineer in January 2016.
Mr Liu is a member of a number of professional bodies
including the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers, the
Institution of Civil Engineers, the Institution of Structural
Engineers and the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators,
United Kingdom.

Extract of Key-note Speeches

Guesst of Honor

Mr. Paul Chan
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Mr. LIU Chun-san, JP
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http://ahshk.org/ata-2019
#ATA2019

Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

Dhaka,Bangladesh

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

2019

Banjarmasin,Indonesia

Gongju,Korea

Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

2019

Gongju city Downtown Revitalization Project

Gongju city with its history of Baekje culture
which includes the Gongsanseong Fortress and
Royal Tomb of King Muryeong, became
industrialized leaving it with just a title, that of
principal city of history and culture education.
The project was started in 2008 as a part of a
larger city revitalization project with resident
participation that commenced in the early
2000’s, but with designation of the city center
as a “National Leading City Revitalization
Area” in 2014 it became a full-fledged
undertaking.

Subsequently, through the “2016 Old City
Conservation Project,” regeneration of Gongju’s
heritage sites which had been neglected with
industrialization has been carried out as planned
with the participation of city residents.
In addition, by establishing an overall “City
Revitalization Strategic Plan” in 2016 continued
efforts are being made to regenerate the Leading
City Revitalization Area. In 2017, through a central
area revitalization plan a foundation for sustainable
city revitalization was set up, which included the
“Alleyway Development Project” with three
themes.

As a result, in Gongju City currently 13 “Key Area Revitalization Projects”
together with a specialized three-festival program are being successfully
operated and developed. Under a 2019 city revitalization project, with
specialized key institutions in 5 districts working alongside 13 projects that
have resident cooperation, Gongju City is making rapid progress towards
becoming a central city in Korea’s representative Baekje cultural area.

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

2019

2019

Gwangju,Korea

Jeonju,Korea

59.4

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

2019

Obihiro,Japan

Surat,India

Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

2019

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

2019
Uchiko,Japan

Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

2019
Ta g a w a , J a p a n

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

A s i a n To w n s c a p e J u r y ’ s A w a r d s

2019

Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

Guangzhou,China

2019
Johor Bahru, Malaysia

Johor Bahru, Malaysia

Feathers of the Sea
—International Business Complex in Forest City

Since 2000, the Yuexiu District Government of Guangzhou has carried out systematic preservation work on the historical and
cultural blocks of Dongshan Xinhepu from the aspects of protection of historical buildings, improvement of human settlement
environment, implantation of culture and art, community sharing and co-governance. Based on the principle of "living
protection, organic renewal and block sharing", the protection planning and urban design of historic and cultural blocks in
Xinhepu have been compiled, and the protection and management of cultural and cultural protection units and historic
buildings have been carried out, and the folk and government modes of traditional architectural conservation and activation
have been explored; the system of block guide signs has been created to activate the characteristic culture of blocks. Resources
should be shared by the government and residents to create high-quality living places. Efforts should be made to promote the
construction of immersion-type deep cultural experience blocks, create "livable, professional and tourist quality life circle"
model areas, and realize "new vitality of old cities".
The project reflects the unremitting efforts made in harmony with the environment, respect for regional history and culture,
sustainability and artistry. It provides valuable experience and practical cases for urban renewal and protection in China and
Asia.

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

Huangshan

A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

2019

2019

Huangshan,China

Hong Kong,China

Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

Public Environment Regeneration of Puxi Riverfront

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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A s i a n To w n s c a p e A w a r d s

2019

Award Winning Submissions
for ATA 2019

Snap Shots for the Two Days

Hong Kong,China

Venue

Award Winning Submissions for ATA 2019
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Thei Campus
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Snap Shots for the Two Days
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Sign Backdrop
Programme Booklet
One of the topics
Panel discussion
Guest asking questions during Q&A
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Snap Shots for the Two Days
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Registration
Venue in Thei
Photo with students in Thei
Venue in Thei
Guest viewing the award
winning submissions

Snap Shots for the Two Days
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Group Photo

During the award ceremony
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Snap Shots for the Two Days
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Group Photo
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5-9 Awardees
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Snap Shots for the Two Days
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